Aim: a world class curriculum to inspire all students to understand the concepts, ideas and powerful knowledge central to building social capital; a pathway
to higher education, work and civic participation.

3.
1.
Think about the ‘whole game’
of your subject at degree /
expert level: what are the big
ideas, core/threshold
concepts, key narratives?
What is the subject’s language
/ modes of discourse?

2.
Once you’ve agreed the
core/threshold concepts, skills,
knowledge that comprise your
subject, identify the
curriculum content that stems
from this.

Sequence that content
backwards – from degree, A
level, to GCSE, to KS3. Work in
an age related way and aim to
teach ‘junior versions’ of the
ideas students will come to
later. These ideas should be
‘intellectually honest’ –
students working as ‘mini
scientists’, ‘mini historians’ etc

•Output: concept list
•Output: disciplinary
content (text/ topic
/ case study etc)

Concept list (threshold concepts, key knowledge, curriculum ideas, building blocks of subject)

Describe and understand religion, compare and contrast religion,
impact of religion on communities/societies. Personal response
to religion

•Output: coherent
sequence, year
plans

4.
Design a series of suitable
assessments that underline
each topic. These should be
informed by national tests and
identify elements of learning
essential to the subject. They
should build on each other in a
coherent way.
•Output: suitable
assessment of key
concept
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Disciplinary
content

1) Animals – animal
testing, hunting,
vegetarianism.
2) Prejudice – sexism,
racism, homophobia.
Christian views of
these.

1) Early life –
abortion, Christian
views, pressure
groups.
2) War and Peace –
just war, pacifism,
Christian views.

3) Crime and
punishment –
different crimes,
punishments, the
death penalty.
4) World poverty –
LDCs, global aid,
charities, Christian
views.

Revision

Assessment

Exam questions –
mock on animal
questions and
prejudice questions.

Exam question – 6
marks questions
early life. Mock on
war and peace.

1) Elderly and death
– elderly,
euthanasia
arguments.
2) Drug abuse –
what are illegal
drugs, what are the
effects of illegal
drugs, Christian
views.
Exam questions

BIG question

How should we treat
animals?
Why does prejudice
exist?

Why do people
disagree about
abortion?
Is there such a thing
as a just war?

Why do people
disagree about
euthanasia?
Why do some
people use drugs?

Is the death penalty
justified?
How can we solve
global poverty?

Exam questions

Aim: a world class curriculum to inspire all students to understand the concepts, ideas and powerful knowledge central to building social capital; a pathway
to higher education, work and civic participation.

Year 8

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Key concepts

Belief teaching and
sources

Practices and ways
of life

Forms of
expression

Identity and
belonging

Meaning purpose
and truth

Values and
commitments

Disciplinary
content

Jesus of the Gospels
Jesus in the Quran
Portrayals of Jesus

Sikhism in depth
study.

Teachings of Jesus
Islamic teachings
Yom Kippur

Holy war
Just war
Jihad

Gandhi
Martin Luther King
Civil disobedience
Inter-faith dialogue

Assessment

Essay

Research project

Essay

How to combat
discrimination
through
communities:
Prejudice and
discrimination
Racism
Sexism
Homophobia
Essay

Essay

Research project

BIG question

Who is Jesus?

What is Sikhism?

Why is forgiveness
important?

How are we all
prejudiced?

Can war ever be
justified?

How can we achieve
peace?

